
       Infinity Information Sheet    

Infinity containers were started by Kelly Farrington in 1997. Since then we have 

been servicing hundreds of dropzones around the world with custom Infinity containers.  We 

make student rigs, rental rigs, wingsuit rigs, freeflying and belly containers as well.  

 

What are the top features can you find in an Infinity container that you can't find in other 

containers? 

1. Secondary riser covers integrated into the reserve side flap.  

2. Very secure main pin cover flap. You can put two fingers under the flap and lift the rig up by that flap without it 

coming open. It will only come open when you tell it to.  

3. Innovative Floating Laterals- Our floating laterals allow the container to hug around the jumper's body without 

showing any blue sky in between the jumper and the rig. The floating laterals come off of the side of the container, 

leaving no corner as a snag point, yet still uses triangular geometry to wrap around the jumper.  

The outward facing hardware can move along the webbing, allowing the jumper to try different freefly maneuvers 

and let the rig float with the skydiver during his/her transitions. We've integrated our floating laterals into the 

backpad using the backpad and webbing. We do not use materials that will break down quickly such as elastic.  

Pictures:  

    

What are FREE options with an Infinity? 

Black Hardware RSL Double Wide Legstrap 

Webbing 

D-Bag 

Off colored stitching Reserve PC Custom color container Custom color cutaway 

Hackey (2 colors) Custom Color main pc Infinity Embroidery Reserve D-Ring 

Custom color risers Extended Chest Strap Risers with integrated 

hard housings 

Birdman Bridle 

Custom length risers Toggles Hook Knife Chest Mounted Hook 

Knife 
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Frequently Asked Questions:  

1. Do you offer student options? Yes, we offer an AAD window, Adjustable harnesses, Telescoping legpads (we can 

do small/medium/large harnesses as well), AFF Hinged BOC pocket/handle, and we can set them up for Static Line 

and/or SOS as well.  

2. What AAD's can I put into an Infinity? Cypres, Vigil, or Argus 

3. How do I order a Liquid Sky Infinity? The skydiver orders the container through their preferred dealer and works 

with Julio of Liquid Sky Sports on a custom design. The jumper will pay Julio the customization fee and pay the dealer 

for the container. We will charge an additional $100 for our time into the rig in our invoice to the dealer. You can 

contact Julio for designs at julio@liquidskysports.com 

4. Does Velocity Sports Equipment have a rush fee? We can rush a rig through at 4-5 weeks for an additional $250.  

5. Does VSE offer camo colors or can I send in my own fabric for the container? We do offer many different camo 

colors. Please see Gail for color samples. We also accept other cordura for the container as long as it is 500 or 1000 

denier cordura.  

6. What wingsuiting options does VSE offer? We offer a chest mounted hook knife, 9 ft. bridle, and dynamic corners. 

We do not suggest floating laterals for wingsuit rigs. 

7. What Freefly options do you recommend? We highly recommend hip articulation with the floating laterals.  

8. Does VSE have a rig designer? Yes. You must use a PC (not a mac) and use internet explorer. Go to 

www.velocityrigs.com, click products, then design. You will be prompted to download a viewpoint media player. 

You can then proceed to design your Infinity.  

9. Does VSE offer Chest Rings? We do, but you must request it in special instructions. Standard articulation is hip, but 

we can do chest upon request for an additional $150. 

10. How does sizing work for Infinity? Whatever main you list on the order form is what the container will be sized 

tight for and able to downsize two sizes from there. Please check your pin tension if you downsize two sizes.  

11. Do you offer a semi-stowless d-bag? Yes, it's called a party bag. You first stow your locking stows then S-fold your 

lines into a pouch on the front. There is a final stow to clean up your lines. It is only $35 when you upgrade your d-bag 

to a party bag on new orders or $100 as a separate order.  

12. What is a party pocket? We can add a pocket to your mudflap/s for $65 for you to hold your chapstick, rubber 

bands, candy, pull up cords, cell phone, etc. in.  

                                       Liquid Sky Rig              Jeffro with Party Pockets      Black Hardware 
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